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From the rise of Constantine I in
307 to the fall of Constantine XI in
1453, the eastern Roman Empire,
which we call ‘Byzantine’, ruled in
the east Mediterranean from its
capital in Constantinople, a vital
component of the medieval world
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belief in itself as the ‘empire of
God’, a creation on earth of the
heavenly court, shaped its social and
political systems. It was also the Roman Empire and its historians and emperors situated themselves
in a direct line from the classical Roman past. ‘In the image of God, in the image of Rome' explores
the more than thousand-year trajectory of this empire, examining themes across time to see how its
systems of government, religious beliefs, literary traditions and relations with outsiders changed
over the centuries but also maintained crucial continuities. How did the tensions between being an
empire of God and an empire of the Romans affect ordinary lives and imperial decisions? How did
being an imperial subject in Constantinople compare to life lived in the provinces as these grew and
shrank over the centuries? How did the lives of men and women fit into ideals about what it meant
to be ‘Byzantine’? This course will give you an overview of Byzantine history with a clear
emphasis on understanding its changing face over time, as well as providing an opportunity to
explore specific people, moments and facets of its existence in depth.
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